Introduction
Clustering is an important unsupervised learning method for dividing data into a set of disjoint subsets with high intra-cluster similarity and low inter-cluster similarity. It has been addressed in many contexts and widely used for computer vision, pattern recognition, and multimedia analysis. Among many clustering algorithms proposed before, spectral clustering (SC) is one of the best. It often outperforms other methods by transforming data points into another space in which their cluster properties are enhanced.
The success of spectral clustering algorithms depends heavily on the choice of the metric [3] . However, spectral clustering has no built-in mechanism for discovering good metrics for better clustering results. Therefore, it is often necessary to use other feature selection or feature weighting methods as a precursor before invoking spectral clustering. The problem is aggravated for many real-world clustering problems in which there are multiple potentially useful cues. For example, for face clustering, cues such as hair appearance, global positioning information and clothing appearance have been used for boosting the performance [1] . For clustering images, a variety of visual descriptors have been proposed for colors, textures and bag-of-word models. Each type of the descriptors defines an affinity matrix in association with its similarity metric. For such applications, to apply spectral clustering, it is often necessary to aggregate similarity measures from different features into a single affinity matrix by feature selection or feature fusion. Otherwise, performance of spectral clustering could degrade dramatically in the presence of irrelevant, ineffective or unreliable features. This paper proposes affinity aggregation spectral clustering (AASC), a method for aggregating affinity matrices for spectral clustering. The proposed method shares similar ideas with multiple kernel learning (MKL) [23, 35, 8] that aggregates several kernels to construct a better one. We propose a framework for learning the similarity matrix of spectral clustering, which attempts to make spectral clustering more robust by alleviating the impact of unreliable and irrelevant features. However, the method is different from MKL in the following two aspects: (1) our method is unsupervised, i.e. no labels are available for data; and (2) the affinity matrix composed by the pairwise similarity between data is not necessarily positive semi-definite. We only assume that affinity matrices are symmetric.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. In Section 3, we briefly review spectral clustering. Section 4 introduces our affinity aggregation spectral clustering algorithm. Experiments are described in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with directions for future work.
Related work
Multi-view and multi-kernel learning (MVL; MKL) were both initiated from machine learning. Though they are somewhat relevant, there is not a coherent view of them even in the machine learning society. MVL seeks to employ multiple "independent" clues (e.g., bi-lingual information, different modalities); MKL, however, combines multiple base kernels to create a "unified" kernel for learning, where these kernels are not necessarily independent like the "views" in MVL. Similarly, both were originally studied for (semi-)supervised learning, and have been extended to unsupervised setting recently [33, 6, 14, 15, 17, 16] . Multiview clustering [20, 34, 15, 16] , as an extension of MVL, assumes inherently that the views are uncorrelated. Our affinity-aggregation approach is extended from MKL without such assumptions. More importantly, unlike MKL fuses multiple kernels into a single one, most multi-view clustering methods cannot provide an explicit form of the learned kernel/affinity. They thus suffer from the out-of-sample problem (i.e., re-training is needed to produce the clustering result for the new data). Both characteristics make our method generally more applicable.
Despite most studies on learning an aggregated similarity measure focused on supervised learning (such as MKL), studies on combining multiple cues for clustering can be found in several applicational or theoretical frameworks. For example, to improve the performance of clustering, several cues or repulsive constraints could be used. In the domain of face clustering, Song and Leung [27] used contextual information, such as clothes and time, to boost the performance. They formulated the problem as a constrained optimization problem in which some cues are used for the objective function and the others serve as constraints. Anguelov et al. [1] constructed a graph based on face and clothing cues. However, these approaches might suffer from two problems. First, the constrained optimization problem or the constructed graph becomes complex and difficult to solve when many constrains are applied. Second, the decisions on what appropriate cues to be included in the objective function and how to impose the constrains to the optimization are still critical. MKL has been extended to unsupervised settings by some researches recently. Lin et al. [17] introduced a MKL-DR framework that incorporates MKL into the training process of dimensionality reduction (DR) methods. It works with multiple base kernels, each of which is created based on a specific kind of data descriptor, and fuses the descriptors in the domain of kernel matrices. Zhao et al. [33] proposed a multiple kernel clustering (MKC) algorithm that finds the maximum-margin hyperplane, cluster labelling, and the optimal kernel simultaneously. However, MKC requires explicit evaluation in the feature space and the formulation leads to a non-convex integer optimization problem that is difficult to solve.
There are still only few studies on improving spectral clustering by fusing multiple affinities to a single affinity. To overcome existing spectral clustering algorithms with 2-way relationships, Karydis et al. [14] developed a datamodeling scheme and a tag-aware spectral clustering procedure that uses tensors (high-dimensional arrays) to store the multi-graph structures for capturing the personalized aspects of similarity. First, the Laplacian tensor was constructed by stacking affinity matrices. Then, they used tensor factorization to extract spectral features from the Laplacian tensor. Finally, data were clustered by spectral features which preserve the 3-way relationships among inherent dimensions of the data. Cai et al. [6] proposed the multi-modal spectral clustering (MMSC) algorithm to learn a commonly shared graph-Laplacian matrix by unifying different modals (or image features). MMSC integrates heterogeneous features on unlabeled images and unsegmented images. An optimization framework is designed to find an averaged clustering result with smaller training error. One main limitation of MMSC is that it suffers from the outof-sample problem: MMSC does not find an explicit representation to aggregate the affinities; thereby, when the input data is out of the training samples, re-training is needed to produce the clustering result for the new data. Our previous work, multiple-affinity spectral clustering [12] , also dealt with the spectral clustering problem with multiple affinity measures. However, its convergence is not guaranteed when the method is implemented by finding generalized eigenvectors in each iteration. In addition, its performance is not as good as the proposed AASC.
Spectral Clustering
Spectral clustering is originated from spectral graph theory. Given n data points x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n and some pairwise affinity w ij that is symmetric and non-negative, measuring the similarity between x i and x j , spectral clustering aims to divide these data into C clusters by finding n indicators f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f n which satisfies min f1,f2,...,fn
Let W be the n × n matrix constituted of the affinities w ij , and D be the diagonal matrix with its i-th diagonal element being the sum of i-th row of
by finding the smallest eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix L = D−W. Since the smallest eigenvalue λ 1 of L is always 0 which corresponds to the trivial solution of the constant-one eigenvector 1, the solution of spectral clustering is constructed by the eigenvectors corresponding to the next C smallest eigenvalues, λ 2 , λ 3 , . . . , λ C+1 . After stacking these C eigenvectors into a n × C matrix, the i-th row of the stacked matrix corresponds to the indicator f i for x i . The above method is called the unnormalized spectral clustering.
Shi and Malik [25] proposed a normalized spectral clustering algorithm, in which the indicators are constructed by finding the eigenvectors v of the generalized eigenproblem Lv = λDv. In normalized spectral clustering, when minimizing Equation 1, the constraint employed becomes
)g when transforming the variables with g = D 1/2 f and constrained by g T g = 1. Many studies [25, 3] have shown that normalized spectral clustering performs considerably better than unnormalized spectral clustering for various problems.
In practice, spectral clustering often serves as a preprocessing step of other clustering algorithms such as k-means. The main trick of spectral clustering is to transform the representations of the data points x i into the indicator space in which the cluster characteristics become more prominent. Because cluster properties are enhanced in this new representation space, even simple clustering algorithms, such as k-means clustering, have no difficulty on distinguishing clusters. Main reasons for spectral clustering's success include: (1) it does not make any assumptions on the form of the clusters (as opposed to k-means, where the clusters are always convex sets); and (2) it can be implemented efficiently even for large data sets as long as the affinity matrix is sparse. However, one of its limitations is that choosing a good affinity measure is not trivial for the application. For real-world clustering problems, the affinities w ij could be obtained in multiple ways. They could be determined with different types of extracted features, or be constructed by reproducible kernels when x i are vectors in some Euclidean space. We show how to find a weighted combination of the affinities so that a better similarity measure can be learned for spectral clustering in an unsupervised fashion.
Affinity aggregation spectral clustering
Assume that there are m affinity matrices W k (k = 1 . . . m) available. The k-th matrix's ij-th element w ij;k represents the similarity between x i and x j when measuring with the k-th type of affinity metric. Since the affinities w ij;k are non-negative, we can denote w ij;k = s 2 ij;k to reflect this nature. As mentioned, the goal is to find a proper weight assignment to these affinities.
Let
T be a weight vector in association with these affinities. The k-th weighted affinity can be denoted as σ ij;k = v k s ij;k . We can then formulate the AASC problem
where D k −W k is the Laplacian matrix associated with the k-th affinity metric, and
Note that applying an affinity aggregation vector v makes the representation of new data easy. Hence, it avoids the out-of-sample problem of previous works such as Cai et al. [6] . Besides, we minimize the clustering error directly in the representation space, making the results better than finding an averaged representation of the single-affinity outputs in their approach (c.f. the experimental validation). The objective is minimized under the constraint that weighted sum of v k is normalized, ∑ m k=1 t k v k = n, where t k = tr(S k ) and S k is the matrix constituted of s ij;k . This implies the trace of the aggregated affinity matrix is bounded. It is because from CauchySchwartz inequality, the aggregated affinity matrix satisfies that
, yielding a lower bound of the trace of W. Without loss of generality, since the diagonal element of an affinity matrix is always set as 1, which implies t k = n. The constraint ∑ m k=1 t k v k = n thus becomes a simpler form, ∑ m k=1 v k = 1. In addition, to satisfy the normalized spectral clustering, the constraint f T Df = 1 is also required. That is,
where
To solve the above problem, there are two sets of variables, the indicator vector f and the affinity aggregation weights v. It becomes much easier to solve if we solve one set of variables at a time while fixing the other set of variables. If the weights v k are given, the problem becomes a standard spectral clustering problem (Equation 1) and the affinities are set as w ij = ∑ k v 2 k w ij;k . This can be done by finding the eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix as reviewed in the previous section.
On the other hand, assume that the indicator vector f is given and fixed. From the definitions of α k and β k , it can be seen that γ k = β k α k represents the normalized spectral clustering error obtained by using a single (i.e., the k-th) kernel when the indicator f is given. Denote
k . In summary, the goal of AASC when f is fixed is conducted as
It leads to a constrained optimization problem. This problem is nonconvex since it contains quadratic equality constraints in the formulation. It forms a nonlinear simultaneous equations system in the m-dimensional space. The following shows that this problem can be reduced to a 1-D search (or line-search) problem no matter m is, which is easy to solve by existing packages. By applying Lagrange multipliers λ 1 and λ 2 to the equality constraints, we have
By taking its partial derivatives with respect to u k and setting them to zero, we have 1 2
Note that the above equation is linear to u k . Hence, u k can be analytically represented as an explicit form:
.
Substituting the above into Equation 4, we obtain
which implies that
Furthermore, from Equation 3, we obtain
Algorithm 1 Affinity Aggregation Spectral Clustering (AASC).
Given a set of n data points xi, a set of m affinities W k and the desired number of clusters C, find a proper weight assignment v k to affinities and cluster the data into C clusters. 
solve a 1-D search problem of λ1 in Equation 8 11:
obtain λ2 by substituting λ1 into Equation 6 12:
until convergence 14: run k-means on f1, . . . , fn to cluster data into C groups 15: end procedure which implies that
Replacing λ 2 in Equation 7 by Equation 6, we have
Equation 8 has only a single variable λ 1 . Thus, the problem becomes a 1-D line-search problem which can be solved easily. Many approaches have been proposed to solve the 1-D optimization or equation-solving problem [2] . For example, the shuffled complex evolution (SCE-UA) method [10] has been shown to have good performance in solving the problem of irregular functions . Gradient-based approaches such as the Newton Raphson method with automatic stepsize selection (such as the Armjjo step-size rule) can also solve the problem well [4] . In sum, we can solve the AASC problem (Equation 2) using a two-step iterative algorithm which alternatively finds the optimal weights v k and the optimal indicators f i . More specifically, the iterations alternate between closedform solution (eigen vectors) and 1-D search. Given the initial weights v k , in the first step, we set the affinity as
k w ij;k and use standard spectral clustering to find the optimal indicator f i . Next, in the second step, the indicators f i are fixed and we refine the weights v k by solving a 1-D search problem in Equation 8 . The convergence is ensured since the objective in Equation 2 is minimized by solving the weights v under the constraints (Equation 3 and 4), and also minimized by solving indicator f under the constraint that f is orthogonal to the constant-one-vector. Thus, alternatively finding v and f keeps reducing the error, ensuring convergence of the iterative process. Algorithm 1 summarizes the proposed AASC algorithm.
Experiments
We have implemented and tested the proposed AASC algorithm on a variety of clustering problems including image clustering, face clustering and text clustering. This section starts by describing the procedure for calculating similarity and the adopted metrics for comparing clustering results (Section 5.1). For image clustering (Section 5.2), we used two benchmark datasets, Caltech-101 [11] and Microsoft Research Cambridge Volume 1(MSRC-v1) [30] . Two wellknown face databases from ORL [24] and CMU-PIE [26] were used for face clustering (Section 5.3). As for text clustering (Section 5.4), we adopted two data sets from 20 Newsgroups and Reuters-21578. Statistics of these data sets are summarized in Table 1 , including the number of instances, dimensionality of data and the number of clusters. For each set of experiments, we describe the data sets, the experimental settings, the choice of pairwise affinities, the experimental results and comparisons to other methods.
Settings and measures
We first describe how to obtain the affinity matrix for each type of feature. Given the raw data in the data set, the first step is to extract features for each instance. Each feature can be represented as a vector. These feature vectors were substituted into the Gaussian kernel to calculate pairwise distances,
Assume that the minimal value of the Gaussian kernel over the data set is γ. We then obtain the corresponding σ as
and we set γ to 0.005. For comparing clustering results, clustering measures were used to evaluate how well data are grouped in comparison with the ground truth. Clustering measures can be roughly categorized into pair-counting-based measures (e.g. Rand index (RI) and adjusted Rand index (ARI) [13] ), set-matching-based measures (e.g. H criterion) and information-theoretic-based measures (e.g. mutual information and normalized mutual information (NMI) [28] ). Several papers have attempted to evaluate these clustering measures. Unfortunately, there is no definite answer on Table 1 . Statistics of the data sets used in the experiments. The first two data sets are adopted from Caltech-101 with seven and twenty classes. Along with the third data set MSRC-v1, these three sets were used for image clustering. For face clustering, two face databases from ORL and CMU-PIE were used. For CMU-PIE, we used the frontal images (Pose 27) with 22 different lightings. The last two are text data sets from 20 Newsgroups and Reuters-21578. For 20 Newsgroups, we randomly chose 100 instances from each class in the training set. For Reuters-21578, we used the test set of R52.
ID which measure is the best yet. Vinh et al. [29] reported that some popular measures do not facilitate informative clustering comparisons because they either do not have a predetermined range or do not have a constant baseline value. For those measures, a poor clustering could yield a very high performance index, especially when there are many clusters. They suggested that ARI is a faithful measure that does not have these drawbacks. They also proposed another fair measure, adjusted mutual information (AMI). However, Wu et al. [32] reported that, when clustering performances are hard to distinguish, the normalized variation of mutual information, i.e. NMI, could still work the best. For fair comparisons, this paper uses AMI, NMI and ARI as metrics for reporting clustering performance.
Image clustering
In order to compare AASC to MMSC [6] , we used the same data sets Caltech-101 and MSRC-v1. For Caltech-101, we follow MMSC to choose the same 7 and 20 classes. For MSRC-v1, the same 7 classes were obtained in the same way as MMSC. As MMSC, five types of features were used, LBP [21] , GIST [22] , CENTRIST [31] , Dog-SIFT [18] , and HOG [9] . We denote SC L , SC G , SC C , SC D and SC H as the single-affinity spectral clustering methods with five different affinity matrices derived from the above five features (LBP, GIST, CENTRIST, Dog-SIFT, and HOG), respectively. In addition, we also combined the above five affinity matrices by equal weights and denoted it as EASC. Tables 2, 3 and 4 show AMI, NMI and ARI values for different algorithms on Caltech-101 (7 classes), Caltech-101 (20 classes) and MSRC-v1. As the results show, the proposed AASC method has better performance than other methods. Note that, the performance of our single-affinity spectral clustering methods are not exactly the same with the ones listed in the MMSC paper [6] due to implemen- tation details. However, the performance of equal weight combination is very close. Thus, to some extent, it can be regarded as a fair comparison.
Face clustering
We have also evaluated AASC on face clustering. The face databases are from ORL and CMU-PIE. The face images are all nearly frontal; those in ORL include various facial expressions and those in CMU PIE include variable lighting conditions. All images were first normalized and cropped to 88 × 88 in resolution. To utilize cues from different perspectives, we extracted three different features.
1. Eigenface [5] . After performing principal component analysis, each face image was projected into the eigenspace which preserves 90% of the energy of the eigenvalues. 2. Gabor texture [19] . Each face image was filtered with 40 Gabor filters generated with five different scales and eight orientations.
3. Local binary pattern (LBP) [21] . We used a uniform LBP with 8 neighbors and radius 1. Thus, each face image was represented as a 256-bin histogram.
These three features are frequently used for face recognition and represent face images from different perspectives. We denote SC e , SC g , and SC l as the spectral clustering methods with three different affinity matrices derived from these three features (Eigenface, Gabor texture, and LBP), respectively. Tables 5 and 6 show AMI, NMI and ARI values for different algorithms on these two face data sets. Note that faces in ORL exhibit facial expressions while CMU-PIE has more variations in illumination. Thus, Gabor is more effective in ORL and eigenface performs better for CMU-PIE. This is evident from Table 5 in which SC g is the best among three single-affinity SCs for ORL while SC e is the best for CMU-PIE. We also show visual clustering results in Figure 1 and Figure 2 for ORL and CMU-PIE, respectively. We can see that AASC produced better clustering results than other methods. AASC correctly grouped photos of a subject into a cluster while other methods either wrongly included photos of other subjects or left out some photos of the subject. Without knowing the characteristics of the databases, AASC successfully combined the strengths of different features and outperformed all other methods for both data sets.
Text clustering
For text clustering, we used two popular text data sets, 20 Newsgroups and Reuters-21578, downloaded from [7] . Each of them is pre-processed by four steps: all-terms, noshort, no-stop and stemmed. We use the data sets 20ng- (d, t) . tf -idf is a weighting scheme which weights the frequency of a word t in the document d with a factor that discounts its importance with its occurrences in the whole document collection, which is defined as
where df (t) is the number of documents in which the word t appears. Thus, the feature vector representation of a document d is defined as After normalizing the vectors to a unit length, we used the following four metrics to calculate the pairwise distances between two documents: Euclidean distance, Cosine similarity, Jaccard coefficient and Pearson correlation coefficient, which measure distance between feature vectors of the i-th and j-th documents − → t di and − → t dj in different ways. We denote as SC ed , SC cs , SC jc and SC pcc the spectral clustering with these four affinity matrices, respectively. Tables 7 and 8 show the AMI, NMI and ARI for 20 Newsgroups and Reuters-21578, respectively. Note that documents are represented with the bag-of-word model and these four affinity metrics only define different ways to measure distances. Thus, they have similar clustering capability. Nevertheless, AASC is still able to assign the weights appropriately to improve the clustering performance.
Conclusions
We have extended the spectral clustering algorithm to the setting where there are multiple affinities available. Our method can explore strengths of different features automatically and weight them properly. Experiments show that it effectively incorporates multiple affinities and yields better performance compared to spectral clustering with only a single affinity or naive feature fusion strategies. In addition, it outperforms the previous method such as [6] , and does not suffer from the out-of-sample problem. Furthermore, it is easy to implement, since only the computation of eigenvectors and 1-D search are involved. These characteristics make it useful for real-world applications. In the future, we will work on strategies for choosing the basis kernels to calculate pairwise distances.
